
The Majestic Buses of Clydeside Scottish and
Clydeside 2000 - A Journey through Time
When we think of Scotland, many images and landmarks immediately come to
mind: the stunning highlands, the captivating Edinburgh Castle, the mystical Loch
Ness, and of course, the iconic red double-decker buses cruising through the
vibrant streets. Today, we delve into the rich history and fascinating evolution of
the buses that have served the Clydeside region - Clydeside Scottish and
Clydeside 2000. Get ready to embark on a journey through time as we explore
the captivating stories behind these majestic vehicles.

The Beginning: Clydeside Scottish

Clydeside Scottish, initially known as Western SMT, came to life in 1931. It was
formed by merging two prominent bus companies of that time, the Clydesdale
Motor Co and the Paisley District Co. This newly-formed company quickly
became a prominent player in the Scottish bus industry, connecting various towns
and cities with efficient and reliable transportation.

The buses of Clydeside Scottish were true workhorses. With their distinctive red
liveries and sturdy build, they braved the challenging Scottish weather and
rugged terrains. The routes covered a wide geographical area, from Glasgow to
Gourock, Lochgilphead to Largs, and everywhere in between.
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One of the standout features of Clydeside Scottish buses was their exceptional
reliability. These vehicles were meticulously maintained and serviced, ensuring
that passengers could rely on them for their daily commutes and long journeys
alike. The Clydeside Scottish bus fleet grew steadily, serving more communities
and gaining the trust and admiration of the Scottish people.

The Revolutionary Era: Clydeside 2000

In 1985, a new era dawned for the Clydeside region with the of Clydeside 2000.
This was a watershed moment in the history of Scottish buses, as Clydeside
2000 became the first fleet in the country to provide low-floor buses, transforming
the commuting experience for all passengers.

Gone were the days of awkwardly climbing steep steps to reach the upper deck.
The low-floor design of Clydeside 2000 buses offered easy access to all,
including individuals with disabilities, parents with strollers, and the elderly. This
innovation was a groundbreaking step towards inclusivity and accessibility in
public transportation, setting a new standard for the rest of the country to follow.

Clydeside 2000 buses also incorporated advanced technology and cutting-edge
features. With their ergonomic seating, ample legroom, air conditioning, and
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state-of-the-art audio systems, these buses offered unparalleled comfort for
passengers. The of CCTV cameras ensured the safety and security of everyone
on board, further enhancing the commuter experience.

The Legacy: Preserving History and Moving Forward

The buses of Clydeside Scottish and Clydeside 2000 have left an indelible mark
on the history of Scottish transportation. Today, efforts are being made to
preserve this rich heritage for future generations to appreciate and learn from.

The Scottish Vintage Bus Museum, located in Lathalmond, Fife, proudly
showcases a wide range of buses, including some classic Clydeside Scottish and
Clydeside 2000 models. Visitors can immerse themselves in the nostalgia of a
bygone era, exploring the evolution of Scottish public transportation and
witnessing the innovative advancements that shaped the industry.

While Clydeside Scottish and Clydeside 2000 may be firmly rooted in the past,
the transportation landscape continues to evolve. Present-day bus operators in
Scotland are building upon the legacy left by these esteemed companies,
incorporating eco-friendly features and advanced technological systems to cater
to the changing needs of modern society.

In

The Clydeside Scottish and Clydeside 2000 buses have played a significant role
in shaping the Scottish transportation scene. From the early days of Clydeside
Scottish, connecting communities across the region, to the revolutionary
advancements introduced by Clydeside 2000, these buses have left an
unforgettable impression on both locals and visitors alike.



As we bid farewell to the iconic red double-deckers of yesteryears, we can reflect
on the legacy they have left behind. The buses of Clydeside Scottish and
Clydeside 2000 will forever remain a symbol of Scotland's commitment to
providing efficient, reliable, and inclusive transportation for all.
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Based in Renfrewshire, Clydeside Scottish was a member of the Scottish Bus
Group and was created from the northern part of Western SMT's area. Covering
the Clyde coast from Largs in Ayrshire into Renfrewshire and Glasgow, its
distinctive yellow and red buses numbered some 330 on formation of the
company in 1985. Soon, the company was operating in Glasgow against
Strathclyde Buses, with a fleet of ex-London Routemasters. In 1991, the
company became Clydeside 2000, when privatised. Eventually becoming a part
of Arriva Buses, the company was disposed of in 2011. The name has gone but
Clydeside Scottish left a legacy in the local area, and four buses are currently
preserved in the distinctive red and yellow.
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Halloween Jokes for Kids: Spooktacular Fun!
Are you ready to have a wickedly fun time this Halloween? Look no
further! We have compiled a collection of hilarious Halloween jokes that
are guaranteed to bring...

The Majestic Buses of Clydeside Scottish and
Clydeside 2000 - A Journey through Time
When we think of Scotland, many images and landmarks immediately
come to mind: the stunning highlands, the captivating Edinburgh Castle,
the mystical Loch Ness, and of course,...

The Shocking Story of The Woman Who Killed
Marvin Hammel - Find Out What Really
Happened!
Marvin Hammel was a well-known figure in the community. Loved by
many, he was considered a pillar of the society, always ready to help
those in need. But behind closed doors,...

Innovative Solutions For Global Health And
Poverty:
In today's world, the issues of global health and poverty continue to affect
millions of people around the globe. However, there is hope on the
horizon as innovative...
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Son Of Light Kuroneko: Unveiling the Mysteries
of the Enigmatic Feline
Have you ever heard of the remarkable Son Of Light Kuroneko? This
enigmatic feline has captivated the hearts of many with its mysterious
qualities. The Origin Story of Son...

The Thrilling Journey of War Watchers by Peter
Lerangis
Peter Lerangis, a master storyteller known for his exciting children's
books, takes readers on an epic adventure in his latest release, War
Watchers. Set in the...

The Ultimate Guide to Quilted Projects With
Wool And Wool Felt - Create Stunning Crafts!
Welcome to the world of quilted projects with wool and wool felt! If you're
a craft enthusiast who loves the cozy and warm feel of wool, then you're
in for a treat. In this...

What With Chicago Kim Heinbuch - Unveiling
the Secrets of the Windy City
Chicago - the Windy City, known for its exceptional architecture, vibrant
culture, deep-dish pizza, and breathtaking skyline. But what is it really
like to live in this...
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